


Introduce a problem

Use short sentences to create drama and 
suspense

Use dramatic vocabulary to create an 
atmosphere

Vary sentence openers

Include punctuated dialogue 

• Cemetery 

• Average

• Frequently

• Especially

• Vegetable

How do I write the ending to my fantasy story?  
How do I proofread my writing and edit to improve? 

Day 5 



vegetable

A plant or part of a plant used as food.

Acrostic-tastic

Write an acrostic about a vegetable

using the word. 

Headline Homework

Write one or more newspaper 

headlines using this word. 

Week 7: Friday



Crossword Conundrum

Create your own crossword using these words.

Make sure that your clues are clear 

and accurate.

Can you challenge yourself by 

writing cryptic clues?  

Week 7 – Consolidate It

Monday

cemetery

Tuesday

average

Wednesday

frequently

Thursday

especially

Friday

vegetable



Can you rewrite these descriptions using a possessive 
apostrophe in the correct place? 

SPaG Shape-Up
Punctuation

Possessive Apostrophes 
Plural Possession

For example: 
the hats that belong to the girls the girls’ hats

1. the patients looked after by the nurses
2. the toys belonging to the toddlers
3. the trains driven by the drivers
4. the mugs used by the teachers

Now write four sentences using these examples.



Today we will be focusing on… 

The Ending

Build up 



Today we will be focusing on… 

The Ending

Resolution/ending 



Today you will be writing:
– The ending

• Vary sentence structures

• Use alliteration, metaphors, similes

• Connecting phrases/words

• Choose an ending type

Avoid clichés such as ‘The end’

Your Task… 



Your Task… 

Now you need to proofread and edit your work. 

Ask yourself the following questions as you read you work:

• Does your story interest the reader and keep them hooked 
throughout?

• Do you know enough about the characters to care about what 
happens to them? 

• Does your writing flow smoothly as you read? (If it doesn’t you 
may need to include more cohesive devices – conjunctions, 
synonyms, pronouns and adverbials)

• Have you challenged yourself to include ambitious vocabulary? 
• Are most words spelt correctly?
• Have you included a range of punctuation? 



Congratulations – you have completed 
your fantasy story! 

Don’t forget to send them to Mrs 
Bowden and Miss Bjorck who are 
looking forward to reading them. 


